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Abstract
In response to the perceived housing needs of single elderly people, the "Housing for
Senior Citizens" Scheme has been developed by the Hong Kong Housing Authority
since the mid-1980s to provide shared housing for unrelated elderly people. Under this
scheme, they live together in an apartment unit with individual bedrooms, but sharing
certain facilities. This group is fairly numerous and, in Hong Kong in 1998, there were
about 110,000 elderly people living alone for various reasons，among whom 34,000
were tenants in public housing estates. Despite some advantages, shared living for any
age group can however lead to potential problems.
Using qualitative methodologies including focus groups and in-depth interviews, the
research attempted to gain insights into the views of residents on the design and
management of HSC projects, and their aspirations. Nine of the 38 HSC projects
operating in 32 Hong Kong public housing estates in mid-1998 were studied. A total of
69 elderly participants (78% female, 22% male) attended the nine focus groups, each
comprising 6 to 12 residents. Participants' ages ranged from 62 to 90 years and their
length of residence in an HSC from three months to 11 years.
To residents, positive features of the HSC projects included the provision of shelter in an
elderly person's later life, the care and attention of wardens and the installation of
emergency alarms. Design and facility improvements in the newer housing estates
appeared to serve better the needs of the residents, with enhanced privacy and reduction
in shared facilities. However, older blocks still suffered from problems of insufficient
maintenance and repair, and perceived high charges. Most residents appeared to have
tried hard to adjust to group life but would prefer to have their own kitchen and
bathroom. Conflicts sometimes arose from personality clashes, different cleaning and
living habits, shared facilities and bills for water and repairs. Nevertheless, there were
some residents who enjoyed the informal caring relationships and the feeling of security.
Another important feature found with respect to the elderly respondents was their low
self-esteem and strong sense of powerlessness derived from their sharing of
accommodation. Poor family relationships and previous living arrangements were also
evident. The research suggests that integration of a caring role into housing provision is
increasingly important. Autonomy in housing choice and in the management of life styles
are also crucial given the diversity of personalities, needs and demands of the elderly
population. The group living model should not be assumed to be a panacea for all single
older persons in housing need.

硏究撮要
同居共住：長者對合住公共房屋的意見調查硏究
本港現有超過no，ooo戶的獨居長者；當中約有三分之一，即合共34，000戶居於公
共房屋。爲了回應獨居長者不斷增加的趨勢’房委會自1987年開始’推行「長者住屋
計劃」。根據九八/九九房委會年報’目前已完成了 48個長者住屋計劃，共有5,628名長
者住客°該計劃的原意是希望提供長者在院舍生活或獨立居所之間’另一個包含照顧服
務成份的居住計劃。入住的長者需要與其他2-5位也許不相識的長者合住一個單位，並
共用部份室內設施’如廁所及廚房等。由於該計劃推行至今已超過十年，我們認爲有需
要從服務使用者的角度，評估計劃的成效及建議未來的發展方向。
一.硏究方法
我 們 於 1 9 9 8 年 5 月 至 7 月 期 間 以 焦 點 小 組 方 法 （ F o c u s Group)，在九個長者住屋計
劃進行了小組（每組約5至12人）討論0 69位來自不同背景、年齡及居住年期的
長者參加了深入詳細的討論。當中男性佔I 5 位，女性佔54位。參與討論的長者，
是由該計劃的舍監或地區團體邀約’亦有些即場表示有興趣加入討論的住客。討論
的地點多爲該「長者住屋」計劃的活動室/電視間，又或者是在長者住所附近的志願
機構辦事處。小組由一個主持人負責帶動討論，而由另一位工作人員負責紀錄。
二 •硏究目標：
1)

了解長者對居住單位的室內，室外環境設施及對家居生活的意見。

2)

了解長者對長者住屋計劃的評價。

3)

了解長者對未來生活及長者住屋計劃的期望。

三•入住原因：
被訪者的入住原因’主要是由於與家人合住出現問題，而可以選擇獨居的方式又不
多，最後唯有選擇「長者住屋計劃」。被訪者即使希望與家人同住，但實際上卻會
因爲環境擠迫’教養小孩的壓力及生活方式如飮食習慣的不同，而與家人產生不少
磨擦’最終令他們情願選擇過獨立生活。由於獨立單身公屋單位長期供應不足’被
訪者往往在租金過高，輪候時間過長及因災禍急需搬遷（如重建淸拆）的情況下，
被迫入住合住形式的長者住屋。
四•正面評價
被訪者對「長者住屋計劃」的正面評價包括有：合住長者之間的支持聯繫，舍監的
照顧關心及室內外的設施及服務等°在居住了一段時間之後’被訪者大多可以與合
{，長者建立起相互的友誼及支持網絡；而舍監的細心照顧又令被訪者感到安全及關
懷。在設施服務方面’新建屋邨連接郵內鄰近街市的有蓋走廊及住所內設有不同地
點的救助鐘等都令被訪者感到十分滿意。

五•負面評價
被訪者對「長者住屋計劃」的負面評價包括有：室外及室內的設施環境，與室友不
和衝突及單位管理等問題。在室外設施方面，長者住屋設於大廈的低層、樓上住戶
的高空擲物、地下垃圾房的異味、街上的噪音、電梯大堂的電子保安系統等，都令
住客感到不滿及不便。在室內設施方面，共用廚房、廁所、浴室、大廳及公用電視
室等設施，容易造成合住長者的爭執；而另外一些如門鈐，燈掣，防煙等設施也未
有考慮到長者的實際需要。不少這些設施直至最近才有所改善。合住及共用室內設
施，力[1劇了室友間基於籍貫、方言、生活衛生習慣、健康及精神狀態的不同而產生
的不和及衝突。在單位管理方面，被訪者均投訴破損設施維修需時以及收費偏高，
禁煙禁賭等規矩限制多多，部份舍監態度惡劣且工作熱誠不足等。
六.合住長者的心理及自我形像
不同背景的長者，在遷入合住單位及參與群體生活時’由於缺乏時間適應及適當的
幫助，他們只好自行與室友作出互相忍讓，並嘗試面對種種合住的問題；但一旦相
處不來的時候，便可能產生拒絕見面及迥避溝通等問題。硏究結果更發現，作爲長
者住屋的住客’不少被訪者均接受了主流社會對豐盛老年的理想圖象，不滿自己現
時的情況，以致自我形象十分低落。他們容易認同老人是無用及不被重視的，亦擔
心自己在別人眼中，是家庭背景，人際關係及經濟能力均出現問題的一群。然而，
亦有部份被訪者’特別是居於新落成長者屋的男性組別，認爲老年生活是正面的，
而居於長者住屋也是値得騎傲的’這令我們特別留意到性別因素和設計的影響。
七•政策及硏究建議
總結來說，我們有以下的幾點觀察及建議：
1)長者期望獨居的意願應獲重視。
2)在安排長者合住的過程中，應加強考慮尊重私隱及自願選擇合住長者的機會。
3)改善長者住屋的室內、室外設施及加快維修保養合住單位。
4)正視合住計劃不單是一個居住的問題’而是包含有社會性的元素（如照顧、關
懷及社交生活）。房屋署提供適當的服務，可以更進步的去配合這個發展。
5)留意未來房屋政策轉變可能帶來的問題，如屋邨管理交由私人公司負責等趨
勢。
6)加強及鼓勵長者參與製訂符合他們切身需要的老人住屋政策。
7)未來的硏究重點應包括：長者居住狀況與其自我形象的關係，合住安排對生活
質素的影響及加強應用質化的硏究方式。
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I. Introduction and aims of the study
Background
The rapid demographic ageing of Hong Kong has been well recognized in recent
years (Phillips, 1992a; Bartlett and Phillips, 1995; Chui, 1997; Chow, 2000). This has
been associated with particular accommodation needs as a substantial proportion of
the 14.3% of Hong Kong's population aged 60 and over are single persons and many
are singleton tenants living under government public housing schemes. In 1999, there
were some 44,800 single elderly tenants in public rental housing, just over 50% of the
territory's 84,900 elderly persons living alone (Hong Kong Census & Statistics
Department, 1999). In addition, a considerable number of the elderly households are
on the waiting list for public housing (14,700 as at 1998). As a response to this
growing demand for housing for older persons, different measures have been
developed to meet their needs. According to the Housing Department in 1999, there
were 55,000 elderly people (about 13% of the elderly people living in public housing)
residing with some other elderly persons, who could include a spouse, relatives or,
importantly for this research, unrelated roommates (Chui, 1999). The focus of this
study is on the growing phenomenon of "shared group living".
Shared group living
Shared group living in institutional settings has long been critically evaluated. It is
said to deprive residents of autonomy and privacy and at the same time inducing
dependency and apathy (Johnson, 1993). However, the Housing for Senior Citizen
Schemes (HSG) with residents arranged into groups of 3 to 6 people sharing certain
facilities operated by the Hong Kong Housing Authority has highlighted the purpose
of providing a "domestic" setting rather than a feeling of an "institutional"
environment (Wai, 1999) in such shared accommodation.
The scheme in Hong Kong has a fairly substantial history. In 1987，the first "Housing
for Senior Citizens" (HSC) scheme for the elderly was developed by the Hong Kong
Housing Authority to provide shared housing for unrelated, able-bodied elderly
people as a response to the growing population of elderly choosing or having to live
alone. By 1999，there were 48 HSC projects operating, accommodating some 5,628
senior citizens (Hong Kong Housing Authority, 2000). From 1998-2003, about 38,000
new small flats and HSC units will be specifically designed for the elderly population.
The HSC is a kind of "sheltered housing scheme" in congregate housing, the key

feature being the sharing of certain facilities including the kitchen, toilet and the
living room within apartment units. A warden in a HSC provides basic emergency
support for the elderly residents and organizes recreational activities for them (Li,
1995).
The other major feature of the HSC is its integration into the public rental estates with
some schemes located on the lower levels of the blocks and others as independent
blocks (for different types of HSC project please refer to Wai，1999; p. 126-130 and
Appendix 3). The purpose of which is to develop a situation where "the old are never
far from the sight or sound of children playing" and older residents enjoy “privacy
and also the opportunity to mingle with one another as they wish" (Miller, 1998).
It appears that the HSC projects as initially conceived were pioneering in adopting
and facilitating the concept of “care in the community" for older persons and the
associated strategy of "ageing in place". The policy of "care in the community" was
recommended by the working party reviewing the needs of the elderly for various
social services (Hong Kong Government, 1972) and has been officially promulgated
since then. However, views differ with regard to the suitability of sheltered housing
for Hong Kong's single elderly people. At a practical level, design factors are crucial
and criticisms of HSC has often been focused on conflicts amongst residents arising
from sharing facilities and lack of privacy (Hong Kong Housing Authority, 1994; Yuk,
1996). Furthermore, HSC has not been widely accepted by older persons as a good
choice of where to spend their later years. Reports have revealed fighting amongst
residents which may have been a factor affecting the attitudes of older persons.
Meanwhile, there is lack of systematic documentation of the views of older residents
in the schemes, which might make their voices invisible in the policy evolution
process.
Significance of the study
The Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, its predecessor
the Hong Kong Government, and the wider public in general recognized the role of
the Housing Authority in the provision of elderly housing in Hong Kong. For the
foreseeable future, it is clear that the housing needs of single, unrelated elderly people
will be a priority area. Hence, to explore the attitudes of residents towards the
operation of the schemes will facilitate an assessment of housing policy and practice
and can inform its probable future direction and expansion. It is also important to seek
customer feedback in the present atmosphere which values quality and consumer

input. It also matches the three principles set forth by the Housing Authority in 1997
that emphasize the need to be "customer focused, caring and committed". In addition,
the study will also serve the purpose of advocacy for older users' rights and their
perspectives in housing choice.
Aims of the study
The research had three distinct but inter-related aims with regard to the Housing for
Senior Citizens Scheme:
1 _ To investigate the attitudes of elderly residents towards HSC type of living.
2. To explore how the perceived positive and negative features of daily life, the
interior design features, the wider environment, and their social support and social
networks in HSC projects affect the daily activities or residential satisfaction of
the elderly residents.
3. To make recommendations on future strategy in developing elderly housing in
Hong Kong public housing estates.

11. Housing and shared accommodation for older persons in Hong
Kong
Older persons' changing attitudes towards living arrangement
Traditionally, Chinese culture has held that it is "a blessing for elderly people to live
with their children in their later life". Research findings also suggest that a substantial
percentage of Hong Kong's elderly people are still living with their children and many
young and old expect children to provide financial and personal care for their parents
even after children's marriage (Chow and Chi, 1998). The Hong Kong governments
of both pre-1997 and the post-handover Special Administrative Region (SAR) have
also tried to promote the role of the family in care of elderly people and, like some
other administrations in the Asia-Pacific region, have gone so far as to advocate
legislation to deter people from abandoning their elderly parents. In spite of these
actions, there are as many as 84,900elderly people living on their own in the SAR,
some 8.8 per cent of the population aged over 60 in 1999，a percentage which is
expected to increase (HK Census & Statistics Department, 1999).
As Chow and Chi (1998) have noted, research findings in 1989 and 1992 suggest that
there is a trend for older people in Hong Kong to live alone or with their spouse. At
the same time, there is a concomitantly decreasing proportion of elderly people living
with their children, although many do continue to do so. Studies have highlighted the
myth of family care and identified the social constraints on the traditional preference
of the extended family household (Ngan and Kwan 1995; Chow and Chi 1998). Chan
(1999) further argues that elderly people's attitudes toward living arrangements are
more complex and dynamic than the traditional conceptions would suggest and may
wish to assert their neglected demand for autonomy.
Indeed, some findings indicate that elderly people who have chosen to live alone
rather than living with their family have realized that many circumstances may
prevent them from fulfilling their "dream" of living with the younger generation.
Limited space, different lifestyles, patterns of behavior and eating habits between the
generations can hinder them from living comfortably together. Indeed, the ideal of
living with one's children may actually lead to conflicts or various kinds of problems.
Increasingly, the academic literature in Hong Kong has recognized elderly people's
desire to search for autonomy, independence and freedom in their choices of lifetime
housing (Chan 1999; Chow and Chi, 1990). Although they might be facing the
paradox of traditional preferences and their own real needs, they still strive for a better

balance between them.
Living environments and elderly people's housing
The relationship between environment and older persons has been discussed and
documented in many Western countries although even there it is not yet well
understood (Phillips, 1999). In Hong Kong, despite the fact that the government has
focused on housing as a priority in elderly care in recent years and has outlined a
beautiful picture of older people's homes, its effort has been seen as "mainly
quantitative and piecemeal" (Kwok, 1999，p.47). Criticism of the policy has focused
not only on its inability to match the growing demands and coverage of a broader
group of older population, but also its neglect of the diversified personal needs,
privacy and the daily habits of elderly people (Kwok, 1999).
Similarly, Chow (1999，p.55) argues that the housing needs of elderly people are not
merely "a simple matter of an adequate number of accommodation units" but should
be enlarged to include the environment in which they live. Phillips and Yeh (1999)
have likewise stressed the importance of the environmental settings in facilitating the
better living of elderly people and hence urged for a comprehensive and integrated
planning of local and wider environment. A small-scale study on the internal living
environment of older persons' housing has further stressed the need to take into
account of older people's own views in the qualitative design aspects of their
accommodation (Kwok, 2000). Various studies have suggested the range of factors
that can influence the suitability of accommodation for older people. These include
safety and security, privacy, friendly environment and also wider issues of
accessibility to medical services, public transport and social contacts. These features
need to be addressed in the provision of housing for older people (Chow and Chi,
1997; Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui Welfare Council, 1991; Siu, 1999).
In the Hong Kong context of public housing estates, an early attempt by Yeung (1984)
to study on older persons living in public housing estates suggested that physical
design would affect the residential satisfaction of the older residents. More living
space for social contact was recommended and indeed has been provided in nearer
estates.
A comparative study by Lam (1989) also stressed the importance of environmental
attributes including accessibility

and perceived neighborhood environment in

affecting the life of older residents. In his study, the sheltered housing scheme,

compared with the Elderly Priority Scheme, was not satisfactory in location,
accessibility and design.
Recent discussion has recognized the diversity of the everyday living environment of
elderly people. For example, a recent study in Wan Chai district reviewed how older
residents organized and evaluated the metafabric of space and time. Liu and Pacaud
(1998) have pioneered the concept of integrated housing in Hong Kong and suggested
the integration of social goals with the design of physical environment. Viewing
residents as a valued market sector rather than a needy population segment is a
possibility. Their case study in Sha Tin City One was one of the first to target private
estates for conversion of the existing structures to better fit the ageing population.
The above studies have in general been pessimistic about meeting the changing
housing needs of elderly residents. However, as an institute, APIAS aims to foster
research for better environments for the ageing population and is committed to search
for a better understanding of older person's attitudes towards their overall living
environment. In this study, we therefore focus on the exploration of the attitudes of
older residents and to understand how these influence their perceptions of satisfaction
with their living conditions. The study adopts the framework of the environment as
comprising both physical and social aspects, with the former including internal and
external housing design and facilities (Phillips, 1999), while social aspects include
social support and social networks.

III. Methodology and sample
Methodology: key informant interviews and focus groups
There is a well-developed literature in social psychology on attitude constructs,
formation and measurement and their application in general social research. However,
less is known about the housing and environment attitudes of older persons. Therefore,
there is a lack of a well developed and tested attitude measurement scale through
which older person's views on life in the HSC projects can be measured. Hence, this
study is one of the first in Hong Kong and the Asia-Pacific region which adopts a
principally qualitative approach to explore the changing attitudes of older persons.
Adopting a focus groups methodology allows the research to investigate "the
perceptions of users, their feelings, manner of thinking about and estimation of issues,
and opinions that may not be fully formed" (Phillips, 1998, p.2), which accords with
the aims of this research outlined below. It is also believed the method could enable
elderly participants to express and share their qualitative impressions of group living
more readily than in formal interviews. The dynamics of the focus groups method
may also uncover interaction patterns among residents and their views, aspirations
and motivations may be shared and more readily expressed. However, it must be
remembered that focus groups (FGs) and other qualitative methods do not necessarily
provide comprehensive statistical data, nor may they provide directly transferable
results although they can give insights into motivations for behaviour and attitudes
sometimes missing in large quantitative surveys. This paper as an exploratory study
reports principally on the findings and observations of the focus groups with older
residents of selected HSC schemes, which might give insights for further detailed
research.
Data collection
The research began with a review of the published literature and policy documents
from the Housing Authority in April 1998 (Appendix 1). Key informants including a
warden with long working experiences and social workers in the redevelopment
estates were interviewed to obtain a broad picture of their attitudes to and impressions
of HSC schemes. Based on the background information collected, guidelines were
prepared for the focus group discussions. Site visits were arranged to understand the
actual design of the housing estates selected for pre-test. Initial contacts and visits to
respondent's homes were arranged to obtain direct information from them and further

background information. However, to an extent, some elderly residents were quite
reluctant to be interviewed and would refer the researchers to the warden for the
arrangements. Therefore, the wardens of schemes, who knew the residents, were
invited to assist in the recruitment of focus group members. A brief outline of the
aims of the study and the criteria for selection of the participants were sent to the
wardens' offices or discussed over phone. Some wardens recruited participants
through ready-formed group memberships. In order to ensure a wide range of
participants, they were recruited in different ways via various local organizations. In
addition, the FG moderator directly invited some participants during their estate visit.
Inclusion criteria for the focus groups were that the group members were currently
HSC residents, aged over 60, and able to participate and express their opinions in
focus group settings. Group participants were selected from different living units in
order to avoid possibilities of hindering their frank participation because of a coresident being present. The wardens were asked to recruit residents from different
locations, of different sexes and different lengths of residence.
Selection of housing estates and organization of focus group discussions
A total of nine focus group discussions (FGDs) (including one pre-test group) were
arranged between May and July 1998. The focus group members were selected from
nine different HSC schemes out of the 38 HSC projects (Appendix 2a <& 2b) operating
in 32 public housing estates at that time (Appendix 8). The HSC projects were
categorized into three main areas to represent both geographical coverage of the SAR
and the age and evolution of the schemes. Three sites were in the New Territories East,
two in each of the New Territories West and Ko wloon East and one each in Kowloon
West and Hong Kong Island. There were slight differences amongst schemes built in
different periods of time. The 38 schemes were found to be more or less evenly
divided among the three periods of 1987-1991, 1992-1995 and 1996-1998, so three
sites were selected from each of these periods (Appendix 2c).
The FGD size ranged from 5-12 participants. It is generally recognised that a group
size of 6 to 8 people is ideal but sometimes this was difficult to achieve. One strategy
is to invite more potential participants than are actually wanted, to allow for "noshows" (Morgan, 1997). However, as a result, some groups were larger than the ideal
size，because all the invited older people turned up; at other times, only about half of
the number turned up. A total number of 69 group members participated in the
discussions and they were predominately females. A separate group which consisted
of only male residents was arranged in order to avoid the exclusion of male residents'

views or excessive orientation to views of female residents.
Focus group venues were mainly in the common room of the HSC schemes, or in the
local office of NGOs, as both were convenient and familiar locations for the
participants. The duration of the FGDs was normally about one and a half hours
(Appendix 6). Light refreshments were provided to create an informal atmosphere and
a break was given during the discussion, which was very useful for long discussions
involving older persons, some of whom wanted refreshments or comfort stops. These
breaks also enabled the participants to raise issues quietly with the moderator. They
also provided an opportunity for the moderator to encourage quieter members to share
their thoughts with the group.
The discussion was conducted mainly in Cantonese. However, as noted in Section IV，
there were some participants who could understand but could not speak Cantonese
fluently. In these cases, translation assistance was usually offered by the other
participants who spoke the same dialect or by the moderator using questions to clarify
the meanings. The role of the moderator included initiating and focusing the
discussion, introducing prior agreed guiding questions (Appendix 5), and the
stimulation of flagging discussions when necessary. The moderator was also trained
to be sensitive to the pace and needs of the participants, which is very important in
research involving older persons.
The focus groups themselves produced interesting methodological insights. For
example, many elderly respondents were lacking in confidence in expressing
themselves. One of the participants, for example, frequently asked whether or not the
group could understand her during the discussion. In one of the FGDs, an elderly
women from Tai Shan needed assistance in translation from one of the group
members. In another FGD，all members were speaking in heavily accented Cantonese.
Clarifications were often needed during the discussion amongst participants and for
the moderator. Difficulties were encountered by two FG members who spoke only
their own dialects. Patience was therefore needed to understand what the participants
wished to communicate. In addition, the different ways of expression seemed not to
be readily accepted by certain participants. During some FG discussions, some
participants asked other respondents not to express themselves too strongly. Indeed, in
one of the FG discussions, one of the participants moved seats because the discussant
next to her was using what she thought to be too strong expressions. This emphasised
the need for good and sensitive moderation and leadership of such focus groups,
especially involving personal or emotional topics.

After the group discussions, the moderator and the note taker visited some residents as
invited. The research team also initiated visits to some HSC units in order to
understand the different residential environments of participants and photographs
were taken to illustrate the research. Informal discussion or further discussions were
facilitated by these visits which gave the opportunity to clarify specific or ambiguous
issues raised in the group discussion.
Data analysis
The focus group discussions were tape recorded and transcribed by the note-takercum-observer, who also attended the discussions and assisted with refreshments and
other logistical arrangements. The content was written in Chinese. Issues arising were
categorized as positive or negative features concerning the main aspects of HSC
living environment, namely the physical and social (Appendix 7). Field notes of each
session were also recorded by the moderator giving observations of the physical
environment and also the discussion flow of the group to supplement the analysis. The
analysis started when four groups had been completed. New data or findings from
additional groups were then added. When the eighth group was reached, it was found
that no new findings were added. It is generally agreed that when such "saturation" is
reached, it is a suitable time to stop further focus groups (Morgan, 1997). However,
for additional confirmation, and due to the relatively small number of male
respondents, a final group of males was included.
In the second phase of analysis, the data/transcriptions were read and re-read to
identify themes or particular phrases or incidents related to attitudes and perceptions.
The description of the older residents by themselves and also of other older people
and their usually involuntary choice of shared living were identified as two key
features for analysis.
Demographic profile of elderly respondents
Of the elderly participants, 23.2% (16) were aged between 66 to 70，28.1% (20) were
aged between 71 to 75 and 18.8% (13) were between 76-80 and the same percentage
aged between 81 - 85 (Figure 1). Of the total 69 focus group participants, 15 were
male and 54 female (Figure 2). Four focus groups were all female, one group all male
and four were mixed. Almost a quarter (23%) of respondents spoke Chinese dialects
other than Cantonese, such as Hakka or Chiu Chow. Some respondents understood
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but could not speak Cantonese (Figure 3). 35% of respondents had lived iii the HSC
for over 6 years, the longest for 11 years. 46% had lived there fewer than 3 years
(Figure 4). Just under two-thirds of participants (64%) had moved to the HSC from
the same district and 36 % from a different district (Figure 5). They came from quite a
diverse range of types of housing including public housing, private housing blocks in
old urban areas, villages, squatter settlements and elderly hostels. About one-third
(36%) of participants were not receiving any support from the government and
usually depended on their children or their own savings. A few were still working
part-time (Figure 6). 36% had not joined any social centres for the elderly (Figure 7).

Figure 1 Focus Group Participants;
Age Distribution by Sex

No. of
respondents

60-65

66-70

71-75

76-80

Age group

11

81-85

86-90

Figure 2 Sex Distribution
Male

2 2 % (15)

Female

78% (54)

Figure 3

Spoken Language of Participants

Male Participants

Female Participants

Non-Cantoncse

Non-Cantonese

0%

3 0 % (16)

Cantonese

Cantonese

7 0 % (38)

100% (15)
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Figure 4 Length of Residence in the HSC

No. of
respondents

less than
yrs

-5 yrs

6-8 yrs

9-11 yrs

Duration

Figure 5 Change of Living Communities
Moved to a
different
community

3 6 % (25

Remained in the
same community

6 4 % (44)
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Figure 6

Percentage of Participants Receiving

Government Financial Support
Female Participants

Male Participants

Without

Unknown

support

40/0 (2)

3 0 % (16)

Without
support

1 3 % (2)

Receiving
Receiving

support

support

6 6 % (36)

8 7 % (13)

Figure 7

Elderly Participants' Involvement in Local
Elderly Centres

Male Joining Local Elderly
Centres

Female Joining Local Elderly
Centres

Unknown

Members

13%

2% (1)

(2)

NonMembers
2 2 % (12)

Non-

Members

Members

767o (41)

8 7 % (13)
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IV. Findings and discussions
Why did respondents move to an HSC apartment?
The findings suggest that shared group living is not in the first instance the older
residents' desired choice of the way of living. Most respondents would prefer to live
in self-contained units rather than in shared accommodation. However, as reflected in
the discussions, government officials had persuaded many participants that they were
too old to live alone when applying for individual flats.
Chau (F)*: “I wanted independent ones (accommodation)... they said it was not good. 'You
are so old, it would be too inconvenient to live independently. ‘ I disagreed and there are
trouble-making people (in these shared living units). They kept telling me not to be frightened,
living there is good...“

Additionally, long waiting times, increases in rent in their original units, the urgency
to move out because of redevelopment planning in their previous areas or because of
disasters (such as fire), had led many of the participants to feel they had lost
autonomy in making their own choices. Some commented on the lack of information
about the housing choices available for them. They felt somehow 'forced' to choose
shared accommodation.
On the other hand, it is clear that the residents are experiencing the paradox of
traditional preferences versus the actual constraints.
Miu (F): "If I had the chance to make the choice, of course I would want to stay with my
family. It is much better. Having someone call you (me) grandmother, I would be happier... it
is a kind of blessing.“

In addition to the emotional reasons, there were practical reasons as well, some FG
participants noted why they wanted to live with the family.
Han (F): “…for taking care ... my eyesight is not good and, when I need to find something...
or when (I need to) boil water... or at night if I want to cook some vegetables

to eat... or

sometimes I am ill or sick ... I do not know the dosage of the medicine and how (or when) to
take the medicine...“

*The names of these older persons are fictitious. Gender is indicated F=female and M=male.
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However, they also discussed some of the unpleasant aspects or experiences of living
with families. Many stated the opinion that they perceived themselves to be a burden
on the family and a source of problems for their children. When talking about her
daughter-in-law, Wo on said,
Woon (F): "I am afraid of her (my daughter in law). I live alone to avoid causing the
divorce of the couple... to avoid that... I pray to the Buddha... hoping that they will be in
harmony...“

Living habits were also noted as crucial factors.
Siu (F): "The children let me sleep in the bed and they slept in a camp bed. But the
youngster would turn on the noisy hi-fi until mid-night, even at one, two or three o 'clock in
the morning... at ten o 'clock they get up. So noisy! Get up at three! You couldn't sleep even
at two or three.“

Kwai (M): "...I have been smoking and drinking alcohol since I was seven, now my son
and my daughter-in-law do not like my habit of smoking... I don ’t like that. They hate me
smoking cigarettes. After I finished smoking, they show their dislike, so I don ’t (stay to)
care or argue with them.“

Eating habits also mattered a great deal. Participants mentioned that many youngsters
preferred to eat out and they enjoyed some food that might not be suitable for older
people. Instead of ftilfilling their expectation of being taken care of, they were
instructed to work and had to take on the responsibility of caring for their
grandchildren. Implicitly, to some this was a less than willing task whereas to many
elderly people, this would be a desirable responsibility.
It was found that this experience created a strong sense of powerlessness among many
respondents and also reinforced the belief that older persons are not capable of selfcare. This is an important area of current international concern: the empowerment of
older people and to enhance their participation and responsibility in decision-making.
It appears that the mechanism of choice of shared accommodation (in this instance) in
Hong Kong is not always conducive to elderly empowerment and to instill in them a
feeling of control or choice over housing.
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Self-perceptions of residents of HSCs
Low and negative self-perception was common even among the happy residents in the
HSCs. Focus groups are recognised as a means to understand why certain behaviours
and preferences might occur, and help "indicate how participants think and talk about
the topic，providing examples of the terms and words they use" (Quine, 1998，p.4).
Studies of elderly people in low-income households in Hong Kong have found very
low self-esteem and poor self-images and disturbingly high rates of suicide amongst
the older population (Chow, 1992, 1997; Elderly Commission, 2000). The results of
this research support the same view. There is a widespread poor self-image of the
elderly both as a group and as individuals, which was illustrated by the language
participants used to describe themselves or older people as a group in the FG
discussion. Some of the expressions used were:
Elderly people are like that; elderly people's outlook is ugly (醜勸.
Your things are dirty (污勸 ’ young ones are very clean and different from us.
Old person are being garrulous, clumsy (論勤.
We old ladies do not know any thing(包都唔識.
Old people 's personality is more impetuous or hot-tempered(猛淨).
She is unsociable and eccentric and I am eccentric
Elderly people are normally persevering,

too(孤働!

and stubborn or obstinate(固_

and they think

they are right.
Elderly people usually get

angry very easily (易職…because

they are too

lonely(寂勢,

may be this is the reason.
...so easy to get angry about such a small thing,, narrow minded or petty(小氣/ 自禾

In interpreting self-perception, it is necessary to understand effects of social and
cultural forces in marginalising some elderly people in today's changing society.
These include expectations and definitions of a successful older life: the nature of
housing and the societal image of being taking care of by the younger generation. So,
these images and expectations relating to the popular local conception of “ successful
ageing" may in fact underlie or enhance the negative self-perception which has
previously emerged and which was evident throughout most of the discussions. The
self-perception of elderly people is very much socially constructed. Further, the
findings suggest that older persons - the HSC residents - have an even poorer
perception towards their self-identity as residents of the Housing for Senior Citizens.
They perceived that the reasons for living in HSC stemmed from a range of causes:
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"...you must be poor or having problems with your

children...“

"If I have a peaceful relationship with my son and daughter, I am good, perfect. There is no
need for me to stay here... that I stay here means that I have some bad character traits"
"Incapable of buying one's own house “

They also possessed a strong sense of utter helplessness and self-blame in their
difficult situations.
Yip (F): "I have nothing to complain about. I just blame myself because I have no money to
buy a house. If I had money, there would be no need for me to tolerate this situation.“

As Coleman notes (1993)，there are at least two aspects of self-esteem. A selfevaluation component is over emphasized while the cultivation of perceptions and
feelings of self-worth have largely been neglected. In the process of interacting with
other FG respondents, it appeared that the sources of negative self-perception arose
mainly from participants' own judgments of their inadequacy and incapability in
achieving the "ideal" later life, which would include:
(i) having a house and living with their children
(ii) having happy relationships with the younger generation
(iii) being taken care of by one's family and society
Experiences of interacting with others, especially family and also roommates, led to
feelings that they were incapable and unworthy or even ashamed of being in the HSC
schemes.
On the other hand, there was also a strong sense of meaninglessness to their later life
amongst many respondents, a form of fatalism. Respondents in the FGDs seldom
showed that they perceived and felt there is meaning to one's life, having a sense of
purpose and having hope.
Ying (F): "In my own home, I have to tolerate my son, my daughter in law. When I came here,
I have to tolerate the other (roommates). We are all waiting to die, tolerate death. (Do) You
understand me?“

By contrast, however, there were some different views expressed on later life among
some residents especially in the newer estates and in those with a better environment.
For example, residents in the new auxiliary block (all males) noted that they were
impressed by the hotel-like design of the common room and lounge. They conveyed
the impression that they were somehow proud of being there. These findings draw
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attention to how elder people's self-perception can relate to their living environments
and perhaps also to how they feel that other people perceive them.
"One important form of self-perception is the perception of being in control of events.
Loss of perceived control may be damaging both to morale and eventually to physical
health" (Coleman, 1993, p. 127). An example of a study of a group of elderly residents
in a residential home setting in Britain suggested that those who were encouraged to
make decisions for themselves, were given decisions to make and responsibility for
something other than themselves, became happier and more active (Coleman, 1993).
This could be a possible policy direction in constructing a better social environment
for elderly residents in the Hong Kong HSC schemes - to introduce greater autonomy
and independence. There were also some gender differences in self-perception.
Among the limited sample of male respondents in the FGDs, it seemed that negative
feelings were not so common. All of these differences are of profound value for
further investigation geared toward healthy ageing - a sense of purpose, hope and
worth in one's later life. Now is a critical time for those who are concerned with the
well-being of Hong Kong's elderly population, especially single older people. It is, for
example, appropriate to question what the special arrangements created for elderly
accommodation have achieved. Do the HSCs really suit the needs of elderly people
themselves or are they merely in the nature of a temporary holding solution to a
perceived problem group in society? This is a very important question which can
shape the future development of appropriate facilities and accommodation for older
persons.
Perceptions of the HSCs:
Perceived positive features in HSCs
It was generally recognized by the elderly respondents that the HSC has provided
them with shelter and a safe place in which to live their later lives. Many elderly FG
participants expressed the opinion that they welcomed some of the facilities there that
fitted their needs. It appears that the HSC environment in general allows the elderly
residents to feel less isolated and facilitates the building of connections with other
people and a wider social network. Many respondents noted the positive aspects of
living alone, rather than merely the negative reasons for not living with their children.
It was often stated that they found they could enjoy greater freedom, feel more
comfortable or even have a better relationship with their family if they just met
occasionally, especially at holiday times rather than living together always.
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Tim (M): "... it is good to meet but it is difficult to live together. If we are apart, we are
pleased to meet. But if we live together, it causes trouble and frequent

quarrels.“

1. Social interactions: networks of support and companionship
Many older people felt that they were not so lonely in the HSCs as they could have
someone to talk to. Mutual support and informal networks were being formed, helpful
in case of emergency.
Wong (F): "... if you have a fall, they bring you to the doctor. Once, she (her neighbour) was
taking a shower, suddenly (I heard the noise oj) "bi bi bum bum", I asked her whether she
was alright. Whether she could get up? If she could not get up, I would enter the bathroom to
carry her out.“

Yip (M): "... I immediately called her grandchildren and asked them to come to take her to
hospital.“

Some respondents took care of their roommates' daily cooking and care.
Mui (F): "... relatives far away are not like your neighbours. They live far away from me and
they have to work.... Just like King (Mui 's room mate) with whom I live, she has four sons
and two daughters, but they live far apart. There is no way they can help immediately. So I
accompany her to the hospital. I share a room with her, live with her and eat with her. ...I
also cook for her. She has to see the doctor all the time, but I am healthy...“

Chong (F): "... not so good as our own sister.“

In one of the HSC schemes located in the new towns, residents had moved in within
two years, and had become informally linked together.
Mun (F): “…our corridor is good, we are as a group. During summer time, we put a stool
outside the flat and sit there. Everybody is like that, all of us do the same... we laugh and we
talk... if they are nice, we go out together, to nearby areas …”

Han (F): “ My roommate and I will get up early to go for tea, a very economical one. After
that, we walk to the nearby market and walk back. We talk on the way. Next morning, we go
to another place, a long walk... we make jokes with each other...“
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2. Care and concern by the wardens
One of the most distinctive features of the HSC projects is that there is a warden in
the HSC office. Most FG participants were grateful for the help and assistance offered
by the HSC office, for example in making reports to call an ambulance in the case of
illness or accidents or for minor assistance such as helping to change light bulbs.
Some were deeply impressed by the care and concern of wardens, which gave a sense
of security and of being cared for.
Han (F): "... The 'miss ‘ (the warden) comes along occasionally

to visit you. Asks about

where you go? Asks why she dues not find me around. (They will) ask you to inform them
where you go. Otherwise she will come to find you and see where you go. (They are) so
concerned about you. What more you do

want?..."

Mu (F): “ Much better than our own kids.“

Participants reported other positive experiences. For example, arranged outdoors
activities were welcomed by some of the older residents because they were cheaper
compared with those in elderly centres nearby and transport was convenient. They
also mentioned a sense of belonging. In addition, community organizations arranged
the delivery of gifts and the elderly residents also welcomed volunteer visits.
Participants generally enjoyed the cleaning services provided. Cleaners came
regularly to clean common areas within their units. One of the HSC projects was
located near the local multi-service elderly center that provided lunch and cleaning
services, this lessened the burden on the older residents.
3. Facilities and the wider environment
In terms of internal facilities, within units, the emergency alarm was an item
welcomed by residents. They felt it was helpful and important that alarms were
located at different places, including the kitchen, the toilets; indeed, they described
them as being "everywhere". In the newer blocks, the safety alarms are connected to
the warden's pager so immediate help can be offered. This is a much-appreciated and
useful service.
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With regard to the external environment in which HSCs are located, accessibility to
different areas is another dimension that matters considerably to the elderly residents.
They enjoyed the local markets of the newer estates, some of which were connected to
their living blocks by roofed corridors so that they did not have to be exposed during
bad weather. Markets for buying foods cheaply were also important to them. The
availability of a taxi stand nearby was also appreciated. In the wider external
environment, parks and places to visit in the community where they lived, fresh air,
good and green views, were also mentioned as attractive.
However, whilst shared living for any age group can give some advantages, it also
clearly causes some potential problems. One of the distinct features noted is conflict
and the potential for conflict amongst the residents in the shared units. The underlying
causes of such conflicts and residents' coping strategies will be reviewed below.
Perceived negative features in HSCs
1. Conflicts among residents in shared accommodation
It is hardly surprising that when adults are thrust into shared, restricted spaces with
strangers, with whom they have to live day in and day out, disagreements, disputes
and conflicts arise. This is even less surprising amongst older people who have
evolved a routine or a way of living which might not be readily compatible with a
shared existence. The research showed a range of problems that involved the
personalities and individual conflicts amongst residents of shared spaces. Some of the
problems did arise directly from ,the nature of the accommodation; others arose from
the selection process for sharers and others were concerned with the very process of
shared living itself.
i. 1 The origins and dialects of residents
Given the numbers and the delicate nature of decisions required, in the allocation of
residents to HSCs, the matching procedure has perhaps neglected a number of factors.
For example, in Hong Kong's predominantly Chinese but culturally and linguistically
diverse environment, elderly people mostly originated outside the former colony.
Those arriving as young adults after the Pacific War from 1945 onwards originated
from a wide range of geographical areas in China. Their different origins often meant
that they spoke different Chinese dialects and their perceptions of people from
particular native places might well give rise to communications and interaction
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problems. A number of people in this generation have not learned Cantonese fluently
and many are illiterate or barely functionally literate. These people tend to be overrepresented amongst the single elderly as they are generally in the lower income
groups and have often remained single throughout their years in Hong Kong.
Some elderly women respondents were still using their own dialect without learning
Cantonese. The way of expression also involves a different culture that could not be
understood by others residents with different backgrounds which may lead to
differences in interpreting the meaning of certain expressions. After many years, it
appears to some of them that there is no need to learn Cantonese to communicate. It
may alternatively be a way to hinder their communication or is used as means to
avoid or refuse to communicate. This is discussed further below.
When the residents first moved into a HSC flat, they were predominantly strangers
and they sometimes spoke different dialects so that they did not easily understand
each other. An interesting feature to emerge was the use of native places of origin to
identify the person, (for example, "the one from Taishan, that Taishan Po" (Po means
old women). The respondents seemed very conscious of people's origins and are still
very preoccupied with the characteristics of people from different origins. This is a
feature probably not found so much among Hong Kong ‘ s younger generation (over
half of whom have been born in the SAR); by contrast, elderly people, many of whom
were immigrants years ago, still remember and identify strongly with the
characteristics of places of origin. Many retain the strong belief that people from
certain area will possess certain sets of characteristics; for example, they might be
argumentative and like to scold people or will be ready to accuse persons by saying
that they will have no descendants!

This general issue of place of origin and dialects spoken raises an important issue
about the selection and allocation procedures for the HSC schemes. It appears that the
process here in Hong Kong does not pay attention to the historical background and the
culture of the residents. Admittedly, this is a difficult thing to achieve in a large
housing management system, but sensitive allocation procedures for grouping tenants
might lead to more harmonious living in the shared schemes and relieve future
management problems. This would also acknowledge the sense of identity and the
assumptions related to that identity held by many elderly people and introduce a more
age-sensitive element to the allocation process.
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1.2 Personality and psychological/emotional

conditions

Clashes amongst tenants were not uncommon, often involving a strong psychological
component. For example, in one of the older estates, an elder female participant has
described her neighbour as "crazy" for two years, as she accused others of stealing her
belongings from time to time. The reasons for this may, on the one hand, be due to the
individual personality of interacting with people. On the other hand, it may be an
early symptom of a psychological problem or even of a mental disorder. When they
first moved in, residents might have been described as "able-bodied"; however, in
older estates, residents of longer standing might have experienced the deterioration of
their own mental capabilities. In the FGDs, examples of "strange" behaviours
emerged quite often and might well be assumed to have the potential to cause
disturbances to their roommates. Evidence of older persons wandering around the
corridors, talking loudly to themselves, was cited and in one FG，participants
mentioned a resident who constantly scolded others. This resulted in the person being
left alone, since other residents had gradually moved out. It is important for the
policy-makers to acknowledge the mental health of the residents and to recognize that
this might change over time, and to ask for relevant support from professionals at the
very beginning.
1.3 Shared facilities
The study also revealed that conflicts were closely related to the sharing of facilities
and different living habits of the roommates. The need for privacy and freedom was
frequently expressed as very significant. Also, participants' feelings of helplessness in
controlling their living environment was a frequent source of frustration or
disappointment for the elderly residents. One of the FG participants revealed her
difficult situation as she was isolated by the other two roommates who were relatives.
A feeling of lack of control over the environment among residents was a major feature
that emerged in the focus groups.
In some of the newer estates of the period 1996-97, design features have been
improved, For example, the toilet is separated from the bath room and this is generally
appreciated by residents as it is more convenient and may also reduce the chance for
argument.
Some FG participants also suggested that the number of residents sharing the room
should be reduced; for example, two people sharing one living unit is much better
than three. Naturally, some preferred to have en suite bedrooms with some form of
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group living, sharing common rooms and kitchens. Some noted a preference to live in
independent units with warden services.
1.4 Differences in living and cleaning habits
Most of the elderly residents had lived alone or with their family before they moved
into the HSC. They were not used to living with strangers and to sharing the space in
their home. Adjustments had to make to fit in this form of group living. Small things
in daily life activities often carried great significance in the shared environment. A
common source of irritation related to cleaning habits, with arguments and blame for
not taking care of the common areas. This implied that it was not fair for some
residents to do the cleaning up all the time and other not sharing the responsibility.
Some very personal habits such as not closing the door when using the toilet or
bathroom or not flushing the toilet after use also led to conflicts. Other sources
included the means and spaces used for drying clothes, the differential use of
washbowls, smells in rooms caused by things that their roommates kept or the
traditional medicines they boiled. All these caused arguments or friction amongst
room-mates. The HSC office seemed to adopt a mainly passive role in handling such
conflicts. FG participants noted that they were given advice to tolerate such matters
which were not handled in a more positive or constructive way.
2. External design and location in the estates
Elderly residents in general tend to spend more time at home or in the home area than
members of younger age groups, so the environmental facilities in their immediate
community are important to them. They may be more heavily affected by various
local problems than are other age groups and, in addition, they may have fewer
resources to manage the problems they face compared with other households. HSC
projects were commonly situated on the lower floors of the buildings which were
designed to suit the needs of the elderly residents. Whilst this conferred some
advantages, FG participants also noted that this location has caused some disturbances
for them. For example, rubbish thrown from the upper floor appeared to be a common
problem that elderly residents living in the lower floors faced. It was found in both
newer and older estates. The noise and burning cigarettes that damaged their curtains
or caused accidents were common problems. They often faced a dirty environment as
they lived on the podium where rubbish might accumulate, which aroused strong
feelings of powerlessness and a sense of oppression. For some technical reasons, a
problem of water drainage in the toilets and water ponding on the podium were also
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mentioned as negative features. The location of rubbish store rooms at the lower
floors also troubled them with noise and smells. Some residents mentioned that the
use of passcode at the main entrance mainly found in newer estates and the heavy
door could also confuse them. Sometimes, friendly security guards could help but this
was depended on individuals.
3. Internal design features
There is a difference between older, newer and newly refurbished HSC projects. An
important issue relates to privacy and the control of the facilities. For older estates in
particular, individual tenants' control of light bulbs, door bells etc. was much lower
and this was not welcomed by the residents. Older estates also have limited space in
the kitchens and in individual rooms. By contrast, some residents, especially males, in
the newest designed blocks were very satisfied with the spacious kitchen although this
could be also because of the low usage of the kitchen by male residents. In the newer
blocks, the toilets were more spacious and tended to cause less argument over the use
of the space to dry the cloths in the bathroom. However, residents in one of the HSC
opened in 1993 complained of slippery bathroom floors.
Low usage of common rooms was a concern and these were perceived not to be
accessible unless with the approval of staff. Residents complained that facilities in
common rooms were broken and not repaired. Some avoided gossip; some perceived
the function of the common room was for watching TV. So, when residents installed
their own TVs in their rooms, they no longer used the common rooms. It was
mentioned by an FG participant that she intended to talk to someone in the common
room, but others complained that she was disturbing their watching of TV, so she
never used the facility after that.
4. Management
4.1 Repair and maintenance
With regard to public housing in Hong Kong, some older blocks face problems of
deterioration and wear of facilities. Frequently mentioned were blockages and leaks
from water pipes particularly in older estates, worn out water taps and toilet flushing
systems. The repair and maintenance work took time and the cost caused concern to
elderly residents. In addition, the sharing of the bills was sometimes a cause of
disagreement amongst room-mates.
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4.2 Negative feedback about the efficiency of HSC offices
Participants expressed frustration that sometimes the HSC office could not help in a
number of areas and activities，including:
handling conflicts between residents
managing the throwing of rubbish from upper floors
handling of illegal tenants (of the opposite sex), in two of the estates in particular
insufficient social activities being arranged
insufficient channels for giving feedback
The attitude of the HSC staff themselves was also a significant factor mentioned. For
example, a participant perceived herself to have been scolded because she asked the
officer every day about the electricity supply. She was told that she was not allowed
to go there every day to ask. The findings also suggest that different HSC offices and
staff in different estates adopt differing approaches. The decisions and attitudes of the
individual housing managers responsible for the HSC units can influence considerably
the emphasis of the HSC projects in care and support of elderly tenants. For example,
the elderly residents in one estate complained that a change of housing manager
resulted in fewer activities being arranged for them.
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V. Conclusions and recommendations
It seems evident that, to some residents, the HSC schemes do not represent AIL (Assisted Independent Living) (Heumann and Boldy, 1993). Indeed, in recognition of
the need for independent housing for some of Hong Kong's single elderly population,
the government needs to broaden the available choices to provide a better
environment for ageing. The evidence from this research supports the argument for
more active participation of the older persons concerned or of those who might be
affected, to voice their needs and preferences. The issue turns on what underpins their
hesitation to make requests and suggestions. In exploring these factors, the research
notes the wisdom of developing a process that would empower those whose voices are
currently muted or even suppressed. As a starting point, this study aimed to
investigate the feedback from elderly residents in selected HSC projects, as the HSCs
are perceived as a special arrangement for single older persons.
What might be done to improve the quality of life of elderly residents in HSC?
Continuous, conscious evaluation of the HSC scheme and its operation is necessary,
especially to include the views and feedback of elderly residents in the design and
policy for future developments. A proactive involvement in the management process
is likely to increase residents' feelings of control over their environment, so strategies
such as holding residents' meetings is suggested. Simple strategies such as this could
help make older residents feel empowered, increasing their feelings of ownership and
control. This is generally recognized as likely to increase self-esteem and feelings of
well-being. Many other key features of contemporary life in Hong Kong, as far as
elderly people are concerned, are relevant to the HSC schemes. In particular, the
following emerged as important:
1.

the trend for older persons to desire to lead an independent life needs to be
recognized;

2.

group living: there is a need to allow increase privacy and to improve the
matching process between co-tenants;

3.

the physical maintenance of older HSCs needs to be improved, including the local
external environment (this is already under way in many estates);

4.

it should be recognised that housing, especially in shared schemes, has a strong
social component and is not merely about provision of accommodation units.
This requires some change in attitudes and duties of HSC staff, with the
encouragement to provide care, concern and respect. Therefore, the support of the
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Housing Department management is necessary;
5.

changing government policy in housing will affect the operation and future of
HSC (for example, privatisation of some housing management) and its possible
impact on older residents must be recognised;

6.

older people have rights as consumers in society, so their need and choices - not
solely options - should be addressed.

Future research areas on the HSC schemes suggested by the current project involve,
amongst other things:
1.

the nature of the relationship between self-perception and housing conditions of
older people, including gender differences;

2.

the effect of shared housing on the quality of life of its residents;

3.

methodological aspects should be explored, such as the use of focus groups and
in-depth interviews to facilitate elderly residents in expressing themselves in their
own terms; methodologies should also recognize the potential limitations of some
older people in expressing their views, and of practical issues such as different
use of dialects by members of focus groups.

Concluding remarks
HSC projects were first set up to serve the accommodation needs of single elderly
people a decade and a half ago. However, their achievements seem to have been
affected by changing orientations of Hong Kong public housing policy, and by
government intervention in particular. Subsidies for social housing have been reduced
after the new financial identity of the Housing Authority was established in 1988 and
"adopting this privatization strategy resulted in rapid increase in rent for public
housing estates" (Chan, 1997，p.35). Another result of policy shifts has been the cost
of repair and maintenance being shifted from the Housing Authority to the residents
in public housing. They have to pay towards the cost of some repair work. There is a
restructuring of the working procedure of the operation team, a reduction in
manpower, and work accumulates over a period, so waiting times for maintenance
and repair are extended. In addition, some of the new blocks are managed by property
management agencies appointed by the Housing Authority as part of a privatization
policy. However, it is difficult as yet to assess the results of this new approach and the
quality of the services provided needs to be monitored or managed in order to
optimise the services for elderly residents.
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In conclusion, it can be stated that overall housing policy should consider older
persons as a group of individuals that needs to be served rather than potentially being
marginalised as a special group for attention. There is a clear need in Hong Kong to
move towards a housing policy for all ages. In future, it is recognised that this is also
likely to involve the private sector and NGOs as well as the current public housing
policy. This will present yet more challenges.
Postscript
Shortly before the printing of this report, a number of new measures for older persons
were proposed by the Hong Kong Housing Authority (Feb. 2001). These measures
address to an extent some issues raised in this study. The proposals include:
1.

A new Home Care Maintenance Strategy launched by the Housing Authority
aims to provide high quality customer services. The Authority proposes to
provide rapid and timely repair works for tenants on a needs basis. The main
features include 'In-flat Repair-on-Demand，’ frequent estate inspections to
identify defects and a partnership framework with all stakeholders (tenants,
contractors, estate assistants).

2. A universal design policy for new flats and the improvements for older units in
the public housing estates are proposed. The Authority will address the special
needs of older and disabled residents and therefore intends to make the interior
design of bathrooms, toilets and fixtures much more accessible.
3.

Rental subsidies are proposed for older persons on the waiting list for public
housing. This measure addresses the needs of some older persons who would like
to stay in their original communities rather than moving to new public housing
estates, which are mainly in the New Territories. This will provide an alternative
for older persons.

4.

Independent living units for older persons instead of shared accommodation will
be built.

These measures are still at a preliminary stage and will require feedback from older
residents and others. This report represents an initial attempt to express older persons'
voices and to encourage awareness of the changing needs of our ageing population.
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Appendix 1: The process of the research
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Dist

HC
HE
HE
HW
HKC
HKC
HKC
HKC
TGY
TGY
LYM
LYM
LYM
LYM
LYM
LYM
:NCW
SMP
SMP
SMP
MOS
MOS
MOS

Reg

H&I
H&I
H&I
H&I
K&T
K&T
K&T
K&T
K&T
K&T
KTG
KTG
KTG
KTG
KTG
KTG
KTG
KTG
KTG
KTG
S&M
S&M
S&M

1-3/F, Tung Lam Court
1 -4/F, Yiu Cheoung House
1-2/F, Yiu On & Yiu Fung House
1-3/F, Special Block
1-2/F, Kwai Ching & Kwai Ming House
1-2/F, Yiu Yam & Tak Yam House
3-4/F, Fung Yam House
1-4/F, Shek Tai House
2-4/F, King Fat House
1 -2/F, Hang Lai House
1-2/F, Kai Shun & Kai Wo House
1-3/F, Ko Yuen House
1-3/F, Ping Yan House
1-2/F, Tak Shui House
1-2/F, Tak Lung House
Anxillary Facility Block
1-2/F, Choi Sing House
1-4/F, Sau Lok House
1-4/F, Tsui Wing House
1-4/F, Tsui Hang House
2-3/F, Heng Fung House
2-3/F, Kapok House
1-4/F, Chung Tak House

Tung Lam Court
Yin Tung
Yiu Tung
Tin Wan
Kwai Fong
On Yam
On Yam
Shek Lei �
Cheun2 Fat
Cheung Hang
Kai Tin
Ko Yee
Ping Tin
Tak Tin
Tak Tin
Ping Tin
Choi Ha
Sau Mail Ping (III)
Tsui Ping (South)
Tsui Ping (South)
Heng On
Kwong Yuen
Chung On
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Location

Housing Estate
(IP)
101
128
132
126
139
151
102
152
132
131
155
98
108
132
132
197
132
159
156
156
131
132
152

(2P)
4
0
0
0
16
4
12
0
6
7
0
16
6
6
6
0
6
0
0
0
7
6
0

No. of Flats

Appendix 2a: HSC projects in operation
Date of
First
Intake
6/97
2/97
2/96
3/98
7/97
3/95
1/97
11/97
10/91
2/91
7/97
12/94
2/97
10/91
9/92
12/97
4/90
12/96
11/96
11/96
9/87
6/89
3/98

Capacity

109
128
132
126
171
159
126
152
144
145
155
130
120
144
144
197
144
159
156
156
145
144
152

Monthly
Rental
(Low)
(High)
680
1030
580
890
870
610
910
780
540
840
645
835
975
645
1010
740
537
312
537
312
1050
730
1085
610
970
870
655
380
799
463
850
590
619
477
960
760
960
570
960
570
602
354
655
380
880
510

Hau Tak (I)
King Lam
Ming Tak
Lai On
Tin King
Fung Tak
Tsz Ching
Tsz Lok
Tsz Lok
Ka Fuk
Wah Ming
Fu Heng
Tai Wo
Wan Tau Tong
Tin Tsz
TOTAL : 38

SK
SK
SK
SSP
TME
TWS
TWS
TWS
TWS
FL
FL
TPO
TPO
TPO
YLG

S&S

T&T
WTS
WTS
WTS
WTS
YFT
YFT
YFT
YFT
YFT
YFT

s&s
s&s
s&s

Housing Estate

Dist

Reg
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1-2/F, Tak Chak and Tak Fu House
1-2/F, King Yu House
2-3/F, Ming To & Ming Kok House
1 -2/F, Lai Ching & Lai Ping House
2-3/F, Tin Yue House
1 -2/F, Toi Fung House
1-3/F, Ching Hong House
1-3/F, Lok On House
2-3/F, Lok Wong & Lok Shing House
1-4/F, Fuk Lok House
1 -2/F, Lai Ming House
1 -2/F, Heng Tsui House
2-3/F, Kui Wo House
1 -2/F, Wan Hang House
1 -4/F, Tsz Fai House

Location

2045

(IP)
151
132
151
155
132
138
98
111
151
146
132
132
132
132
152

(2P)
4
6
4
0
6
6
16
0
4
6
6
6
6
6
0
76

No. of Flats

159
144
159
155
144
150
130
111
159
158
144
144
144
144
152
2197

Capacity

Appendix 2a (continued): HSC projects in operation

3/97
12/96
11/91
11/91
12/90
7/93
3/98

Date of
First
Intake
3/95
1/92
8/96
11/93
7/91
10/93
11/95
7/97

Monthly
Rental
(Low)
(Hieh)
663
794
379
650
640
840
629
893
283
485
463
799
800
1035
770
1060
730
900
450
640
307
419
391
507
346
596
380
651
545
620
283
1085

T&T

1-4/F，Hong Shui House
1-4/F, Wah Oi House
Block 1
1-5/F, Tsui Mei House
1-5/F, Hon Pak House
Tak Shui House

Hong Tung
Wah Kwai
Sheung Lok
Tsui Ping (South)
Wan Hon
Tak Tin
Ko Chiu Rd Ph 4
Pak Tin Street Infill
Un Chau Ph I
Kwai Chung
Sheung Tak
Tsz On Ph. 2
Pak Tin Ph. 5
Kwai Fong Ph. 5
Lai Yiu Infill
Mongkok West Ph. 3
Fanling Area 49A Ph. 2
TSW Area 30 Ph. 1
Cheung Chau
Tsz Ching Ph. 3
Sail Mau Ping Ph. 5
Lai Chi Kok Ph. 1
Tuen Mun Area 52 Ph. 3

HC
HW
KLS
SMP
SMP
LYM
LYM
SSP
SSP
SKC
SK
TWS
SSP
HKC
HKC
SSP
FL
YLG
HW
TWS
SMP

H&I
H&I
S&S
KTG
KTG
KTG
KTG
S&S
S&S
K&T
S&S
WTS
S&S
K&T
K&T
S&S
YFT
YFT
H&I
WTS
KTG

Block H
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Block 1
Block SB
1-2/F, Chun Kwai & Ha Kwai House
5-7/F, Special Block

Location

Housing Estate

Dist

Reg

152
116
136
95
126
216
156
128
197
155
197
144
288
114
141
195
135
197
60
197
131
152
197

(IP)
8
11
0
7
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(2P)

No. of Flats

Appendix 2b: HSC projects under construction

168
138
136
109
134
216
156
128
197
155
197
144
288
114
141
195
135
197
60
197
131
152
197

Capacity

9/1998
6/1998
6/1998
6/1998
6/1998
6/1998
6/1998
11/1998
6/1998
6/1998
4/1998
1/1999
3/1999
11/1998
8/1998
7/1999
11/1999
8/1999
9/1999
7/2000
10/2000
3/2001
11/2000

Expected
Completion
Date

1120
780

1630
1670
1120
1060

780
540

1460
1640

1120
1140

Monthly
Rental
(Low)
(High)

Housing Estate

TSW Res. Zone Area 102
Ph. 7
TSW Res. Zone Area 105
Ph. 2
TSW Res. Zone Area 105
Ph. 3
Un Chau Street Ph. 3
Kwai Shing Estate Ph. 6
Shek Yam Ph. 2
TOTAL: 29

Dist

YLG

YLG

YLG

SSP
SKC
SKC

Reg

YFT

YFT

YFT

S&S
K&T
K&T

Location

40

197
197
156
132
1076

197

197

(IP)

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

(2P)

No. of Flats

197
197
156
132
1076

197

197

Capacity

Appendix 2b (continued): HSC projects under construction

3/2001
5/1999
7/1999
11/1999

3/2001

9/2000

Expected
Completion
Date

Monthly
Rental
(Low)
(High)

Appendix 2c: Year of operation of HSC projects in 3 periods
1987-91
87 Heng On

1996-98

1992-95
92 King Lam
Tak Tin (b)

88
89 Kwong Yune
90 Choi Ha
Tai Wo
91 Wah Ming
Fu Heng
Tin King
Tak Tin (a)
Cheung Hang
Cheung Fat

93 Wan Tau Tong
Fung Tak
Lai On
94 Ko Yee
95 Tsz Ching
Hau Tak
On Yam (a)

96 Yiu Tung
Sail Mau Ping
Tsui Ping (a)
Tsui Ping (b)
Ming Tak
Ka Fuk
97 Tsz Lok (a)
Tsz Lok (b)
Ping Tin
(Auxiliary facility)
Ping Tin
Kai Tin
Shek Lei
On Yam (b)
Kwai Fong
Yin Tung
Tung Lam
98 Tin Tsz
Tin Wan
(special block)
Chung On
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Hostel
Communal
Communal
Communal

Hostel

Communal
Communal
Communal

V

V
V
V

42

V

Self-contained
Self-contained
Self-contained

Domestic

1P/2P

7 9 - 159 flats (HI)
107 (H2)
21 -30 (H3)
16.33 - 17.46

V

V

V

Self-contained
Self-contained
Self-contained

1P/2P
2P
Domestic

16.38 -20.13
(1P/2P= 16.38
(2P = 20.13 m")

140— 180 flats

V

Self-contained
Self-contained
Self-contained

17.6-22.46
(1P/2P= 17.6m')
(2P = 22.5 m-)
(wheelchair = 22.5 m")
IP, 2P, &
Wheelchair unit
Domestic

depends on the planning
brief

Self-contained Flats
(Domestic Units)
Harmony
HAX-Opt. 1-4
SHD
(self-contained IP (attach to Standard (purpose designed for
flats)
Harmony Blk)
small households)

Data extracted from the 1998 Housing for Senior Citizens brochures dated 13/2/1998

V

V

V
V

V
V

Communal
Self-contained
Self-contained

Hostel

1 P/2P

12.91 - 17.77

V

V

1P

5.0 - 6.8m2

IP

6.1 - 8 . 3

Special Provision for Senior Citizens
• Warden Service
• Provision for the
V
disabled
•
P A System
V
• Lift Provision
a/
• EAS
V
•
Sprinkler
V
•
Smoke/heat
V
detection system

Type of
Accommodation
Kitchen
Bathroom
Common/dining

Person/Unit

Internal Floor Area

Total no. of
units/block

Housing for Senior Citizens
(Hostel Type with warden service)
HSl
HS2
HS3
(Converting 2B
(on top of
(on lower floor of
& 3B flat of commercial podium
SHD)
Harmony Blk)
or carpark)
155 bedspaces
197 units
120-150 units

Appendix 3: Summary of housing for older persons in Hong Kong

Appendix 4:「長者住屋老人家對合住之意見」硏究

_樓，編號

被訪者資；
(簡稱

1.姓名：

•女

2.性別：•男
A

年齡

§五

口口 口

5.在此居住了多久

年

6.從那裡遗進此長者住屋：區域
住屋類別
居住年期
7.家人狀況：（子女數目，年齡及居住屋村

S.牧入

每月），來源
請註明職業

9.有沒有參與社區活_
，列明所屬_體

很多謝你今次參與討mH丨
如日後就長者住情況�骑彳•論，你有沒有興趣再參加？
• 有 • 沒 有
聯絡爾話：
地处；

備註
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Appendix 5: Focus group discussion guidelines
Background data on respondents (when signing up)
Name
Age
Sex
Where did they live previously?
How long have they been living there?
Have they participated in any community groups or activities?
CSSA recipient?

Discussion guidelines {for moderator)
1.

Do you feel good of living there? Why or what is the most happy thing to be here?

2.

How is it compared with the living environment before?

3.

Any thing that makes you feel unhappy?

4.

Are you satisfied with the facilities provided e.g. fire alarm, emergency alarm,
security guard, rails along the corridor? Size of the room and meeting place? Have
you got other suggestions?

5.

Do you find the rules and regulations (e.g. no smoking, no alcohol, need to report
to the warden when you are away... etc.) useful or frustrating?

6.

How do you feel about the warden there? Are they helpful? Are they adequate in
taking care of your needs?

7.

Have you participated in any of the activities organized? How do you feel about
that?

8.

Can you describe your relationship with your roommates? How about the
relationship with other elderly as a whole?

9.

Do you relate with other elderly in other units? Do you find it helpful?

10. Do you like this way of group living? Why?
11. Do you like the community? Why? Is it convenient? Is there enough facilities for
you?
12. If you can choose again, what kinds of living would you prefer? Living alone in
self-contained flats? Living in this type of shared housing? Living with your family?
Why?
13. What do you think: what can be done to improve your life as an elderly?
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Appendix 6: Focus group session plan (example)

Session Plan for FGD in XX Estate
Preparation Work
1.

Contact the warden Mr.XX to confirm the details for the recruitment of the elderly
and the arrangement and venue of that meeting.

2.

Ask the Housing Department to supply floor plan of the estate, the size and rent

3.

rate of the units.
Prepare the gifts for the elderly and the warden.

4.

Briefing with the note-taker.

5.

Required equipment: tape recorder, tape, camera, films, labels, gifts, sign pens.

EGR
12:00 noon

Briefing with the note-taker

12:30 p.m.

Prepare for refreshment

1:00 p.m.

Lunch

2:00 p.m.

Meet with the warden and to have the details of elderly participants

2:30 p.m.

Arrange the setting
give out labels for the elderly
informal sharing with the elderly and personal data collection

3:00 p.m.

Start the meeting: introduce the purpose of the meeting, the
moderator and the note-taker and to welcome the elderly
participants

3:10 p.m.

Core discussion

3:45 p.m.

(Tea breaks, it depends on the flow of the discussion)

4:30 to 4:25 p.m.

Round up and gifts presentation

4:45 to 5:00 p.m.

Brief evaluation with the note-taker

Follow up actions
1.

Writing of field-notes and transcripts

2.

Settle financial issues: claim forms for note-taker, traveling expenses, refreshment
and gifts cost

etc.
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Appendix 7: Categories for coding and analysis

Categories for coding and analysis
Question 1: Why they choose to live in an HSC?
•

financial issues: high rent

•

government planning: redevelopment of old urban areas or public housing estates

•

living environment: crowded, noisy, lack of privacy

•

relationship with the children and their family

Question 2: Do they like to live there?
•

micro design features:
toilet & bathroom: non-slippery surface and height of bath tub
kitchen
living room
fire alarm
emergency alarm
electrical sockets

•

architectural features:
room size
layout
view
located at the lower floors of a block
tv rooms and activity rooms

•

wider environment:
location
access
services

•

social interaction:
conflicts (conflicts caused by different cleaning habits, group sharing facilities)
handling of conflicts
supporting network
informal interaction (e.g. chatting, playing mahjong)
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Oues/ion 3: Does the setting up of the HSC office help?
9

activities organized;
forms (gatherings, meetings, members of elderly center, services)
fees
fairness

•

handling of social needs

•

management and administrative matters

Question 4: Preferred way of living: group living or self-contained units or
residence with their children?
•

interaction with the family

•

privacy

•

social interaction

•

care in case of emergence

•

living environment
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Appendix 8: Working schedule of focus groups in the HSC projects
1998

May

12

18

19

20

25

26

27

Mon

Tue

Wed

11

2

3

Fri
8

14

15

21

22
29

Thur

3

n

June

Thur
7

M5

11

Wed
6

8

Tue
5

2

Mon
4

Sun

9

10

16

17

Group 1

23

24

Group 2

30

31

Group 3

Sat

Sun

6

7

Group 4

13

14

Group 5

20

21

Group 6

27

28

^

Sat

11

17

8

1i

5

3
2

22

16

11

^

10

24

25

Wed

Thur

1

2

8

9

10

16

17

29

^

3
2

24

22

ii

3

29
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^

li

8

2

27

21

5

11

3

20

14

Sun

n

July

Fri

^4

Tue

3

Mon

5

Group 7

12

Group 8

19

Group 9
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